2. The temperature of the battery is controlled by natural cooling.
shows an anticipated increase of CO 2 emissions. This red line shows the present energy consumption. In 2030, CO 2 emissions will become 1.4 times the present rate and the average temperature of the Earth will increase 6 deg C. Therefore, the "CO 2 concentration scenario of 450 ppm in the atmosphere" is proposed. A Stop & Start (S&S) system which stops the engine while waiting at stoplights is an effective way to reduce fuel consumption. We propose improving S&S system. First technology is an engine stop during deceleration.
Conventional S&S system stops the engine after the vehicle stops. Our system stops during deceleration to cut down fuel consumption. We are going to introduce "Temperature Management" this time. If the temperature of a Li-ion battery operates over 60 degrees Celsius, the battery could be severely damaged. Therefore, temperature management of the battery is very important. Conventionally, the temperature is managed by several thermistors and a cooling fan. However, this method is difficult to install in a compact car where cost and space are limited. We have developed our battery pack with the flexibility that allows it to be put in a compact car. The pack has two features:
1. One thermistor measures the temperature of one of the cells, and then the temperature of all the cells is calculated using a secondary temperature off of the control board. We examined the means of temperature management;
INTRODUCTION
those three ways are shown in There is a cost issue of using several thermistors, but it is difficult to install it in a compact car where cost and space are limited. Our thought is to make the battery pack smaller to adopt into the compact car. We designed materials and shapes of battery cell case for increase thermal resistance between cells. Battery cell case is required electrical insulation, holding force for cells and strength. We selected a material of cell case Polypropylene (PP), structure which cells is covered with resin case (Fig. 7) .
Developed Temperature Measurement
We examined heat transfer whether ignorable or not.
We compared temperature increase of cells when heat generation of cells is equal or one of cells heat generation is higher than other. Fig. 8 is the result.
The battery which heat generation is high in has higher temperature 7 to 8 degrees than the other batteries. But, as for other cells, a temperature increase is low with less One Can calculate specific internal resistance by voltage waveform of the cell. Base: all the heat value of the battery cells is same Case1: the heat value of cell1 is higher than other cells Case2: the heat value of cell2 is higher than other cells Case3: the heat value of cell3 is higher than other cells Case4: the heat value of cell4 is higher than other cells Therefore, specific internal resistance is calculated by voltage of cells, before charge and after charge. 
Logic Construction

Radiation of battery pack
It is necessary for battery radiation, while keep route of radiation. But, there is not the heat transfer between the cells. We thought that radiation the battery cell for outer package through a bus bar which connects cells.
Formula (8) shows relations of battery temperature increase and thermal conductivity of battery pack.
We decide Q so that dT meets the target less than 15 The error value is less than 5 degree Celsius. 
Evaluation Result
CONCLUSION
We developed battery temperature estimation logic that estimates all cell's temperature by using only two thermistors, on the battery module and control board.
Additionally, It is equal to the decrease of some cells because this logic can calculate specific internal resistance of cells.
We succeeded to install this system in a compact car through our new temperature management. We developed the Lithium-ion battery pack with a small size and good mounting characteristics by using temperature estimating logic and structure of the battery pack. 
